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Making your
           

pool a

    safe h
arbour!

safety
A combination ergonomically 

created for unequalled

ELEGANT STEP
SAFE LADDER

AND

Elegant | PG-1002-S-B
Aboveground pool step

181 kg / 400 lbs
maximum weight

rotoMoldING

 MAX
31 kg

KG

DIMENSIONS
43 X 41 X 48 in/po

254 x 254 x 91,4 cm

Into a bag

ABOVE GROUND POOL Pearl gray

PG

In and out
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Unlike traditional 
systems, the 
handrail concept 
is manufactured 
as ONE SOLID 
PIECE that 
anchors to the 
ladder and
the steps like an 
A FRAME.

The handrail is equipped 
with D-shaped openings to 

ease exit from the water.

Climbing the SAFE 
LADDER is EASY 
since the ladder is 
WIDER and its steps 
are LONGER than 
traditional products. 
The ladder’s angle 
will also provide 
CONVENIENCE ON 
YOUR WAY UP.

The CLOSED 
BACKSIDE of the 
Elegant Step will 
provide you with a 
SAFER ENVRONMENT 
for your children.

The PIVOTING LADDER has a
unique locking system that will fit pools of 
48”, 52” and 54”. Once it’s LOCKED UP, 
your children will be SAFE IN THE 
BACKYARD.

The strong WAVY
43” SIDEWALL will
provide unmatched 
STRENGTH to the steps.

Two ballasts to be filled with sand will
EASE the original INSTALLATION and 
REMOVAL of the step for winterizing if required. 
You don’t need to snorkle with sand bags anymore.

PLEASE NOTE: INSTALL STEP ON FLAT SURFACE.
The Elegant Step and Safe Ladder are ergonomically designed to withhold weight up to 400 lbs. Elegant Step 
and Safe Ladder are patent pending products. Innovaplas reserves the right to modify its products’ 
specifications, designs or models at any time, without further obligation on its part.

Aboveground pool step
181 kg / 400 lbs
maximum weight

rotoMoldING

 MAX
31 kg

KG

DIMENSIONS
43 X 41 X 48 in/po

254 x 254 x 91,4 cm

Into a bag

ABOVE GROUND POOL Pearl gray

PG

In and out

Elegant | PG-1002-S-B


